Differences in serotonin and dopamine metabolism in the rat brain in latent inhibition.
Monoamine oxidase activity during deamination of serotonin and dopamine in the amygdaloid complex, hippocampus, striatum and prefrontal cortex of the brain was studied at different stages in the formation of latent inhibition, acquired by rats on the basis of a conditioned passive avoidance reaction. Latent inhibition is a behavioral phenomenon consisting of a worsening in learning using a stimulus when attention to this stimulus is quenched before acquisition of the conditioned response. At the stage of preliminary repeated presentation of the conditioned stimulus, serotonin metabolism was seen to change in the amygdaloid complex and striatum, while dopamine metabolism changed in the amygdaloid complex and hippocampus. Metabolic shifts in transmitter handling during quenching of attention to the stimulus occured in the opposite directions: the serotonin-deaminating activity of monoamine oxidase increased, while the dopamine-deaminating activity of the enzyme decreased. Unlike the reaction to the quenched stimulus, the latent inhibition effect, seen on testing the conditioned response after conditioning of the pre-exposed stimulus with unconditioned reinforcement, was accompanied by changes in serotoninergic activity only. High levels of serotonin deamination by monoamine oxidase were seen in the amygdaloid complex and striatum. In addition, there was a reduction in serotonin deamination in the prefrontal cortex specific for the stage of testing latent inhibition. At the same time, dopamine metabolism did not change in any of the brain structures studied in latent inhibition. These data lead to the conclusion that the latent inhibition effect may be based on increases in serotoninergic activity in subcortical brain structures--the amygdaloid complex and the striatum--induced by reactions to presentation of the quenched stimulus.